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India's shaky
energy security

former refinery head of Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Ltd. “The growth rate of oil
will come down but there will be no
Gegrowth in oil until 2050.” he added.

Allipsidetoagrowing Indianeconomy,

essential to fift people out of poverty,
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that only 10.9 percent of thisage group was
employed in fiscal 2020-21.
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sharp fall in this ratio in the CPHS dataset
during the last five years, In fiscal 2016-17,
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A young, energetic and freshly educated
population, if hamessed well, can deliver
growth and savings and pave the path (0.

Prosperity. If not harnessed for tong, they
could become a source of social tensions.
Agconding\o World Bankdata,
in North
America over half of the population in the
age group of 15-24 years is employed.
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declined on account of record rates. Sixty-
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India’s low youth employment rate
that in 2020, 23.2 per cent of the Indian.
population, if harnessed well, can deliver youth was employed, CMIE’s CPHS shows.
growth
and savings and pave
the path to that only 109 percent of thisage group was
prosperity. If not harnessed for long, they employed in fiscal 2020-21.
could becomea source of social tensions,
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New Delhi is yetto announce a comprehensive
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to tackle this very real threatto economic growth
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